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**Title: Luis L. Co and Alvin S. Co v. People of the Philippines, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas,
and Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation**

### Facts
1. **Initial Allegations**: In 1997, Luis L. Co (President) and Alvin S. Co (Assistant Vice
President) of Jade Progressive Savings and Mortgage Bank (Jade Bank) were accused of
defrauding  Jade  Bank  by  authorizing  payments  totaling  PHP  3,032,909  to  ACME
Investigation  Services,  Inc.,  a  non-existent  security  agency.
2. **Procedure**: The original information charged estafa under Article 315, paragraph
1(b), which led to a motion to quash by the accused. The trial court denied the motion but
directed an amended information.
3. **Amended Information**: The revised charge under Article 315, paragraph 2(a) of the
Revised Penal Code specified that the accused defrauded Jade Bank by using false pretenses
regarding  services  from  a  fictitious  entity,  ACME.  Another  motion  to  quash  due  to
technicalities was denied.
4. **Trial**:
– Prosecution presented eight witnesses.
– Defense contested the allegations, claiming that all procedures followed bank protocols,
and denied knowledge of ACME being fictitious.
5. **Conviction**: The RTC found the petitioners guilty of estafa and sentenced them to a
prison term with damages to be paid to Jade Bank. The CA affirmed the RTC’s decision but
modified the penalty.

### Issues
1. Whether the facts support the RTC and CA’s conclusion of guilt beyond reasonable doubt
for estafa under Article 315, paragraph 2(a).
2. Whether the conviction lacked evidentiary support based on the credibility and probative
value of the prosecution’s witnesses.
3.  Whether  there  was  sufficient  evidence  to  establish  conspiracy  between  the  two
petitioners.

### Court’s Decision
1. **Nature of the Crime**: The Supreme Court clarified that the crime described should
have been falsification of a private document rather than estafa. The factual allegations
indicated that the offense involved falsified documents to facilitate the fraud.
2. **Elements of Falsification of a Private Document**:
– Acts of falsification in a private document.
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– Document falsified must be private and must cause damage or have intent to cause
damage.
3. **Failure to Prove First Element**:
– Prosecution’s evidence, primarily relying on witnesses like Zamora, did not conclusively
establish that the accused authored the falsified billing documents.
– Opinions of ordinary witnesses on handwriting similarity were not admitted as competent
evidence.
– Hearsay and unsubstantiated testimonies concerning aliases and instructions to open
accounts were deemed unreliable.
4.  **No Conclusive Proof  of  Document Use**:  No solid evidence traced the fraudulent
documents or the money to the petitioners directly.
5. **Insufficient Evidence for Conspiracy or Crime**: Due to unreliable testimonies and lack
of corroborative evidence, the prosecution failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt the
participation of the petitioners in the alleged falsification or fraud.

### Doctrine
– **Falsification of a Private Document**: If falsification is a means to commit fraud, the
focus is on the falsification charge, not estafa, as both crimes share the damage element. No
complex crime of estafa through falsification of private documents exists.

### Class Notes
– **Elements of Estafa (Article 315, Paragraph 2(a), RPC)**:
1. Use of a fictitious name or false pretenses.
2. Deceit used prior or simultaneous with fraud.
3. Victim reliance on deceit.
4. Resultant damage.

– **Elements of Falsification of Private Document** (Article 172, Paragraph 2, RPC):
1. Acts of falsification (per Article 171 RPC).
2. Document is private.
3. Falsification caused damage or was intended to cause damage.

### Historical Background
This  case underscores the judicial  principle that  the specific  factual  allegations in the
information dictate the applicable legal provisions and charges. It exemplifies the detailed
scrutiny required in fraud and falsification cases, particularly in determining the actual
crime and separating procedural  inaccuracies  from substantive  aspects.  It  reflects  the
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Philippine judiciary’s approach to meticulously addressing errors in lower court proceedings
to ensure just outcomes.


